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Who am I?

● I’m Yuval
● Moved to Seattle in 2013 from a small town in central Maine.
● 2014-17 interned/worked in the MacCoss Lab, UW Genome Sciences developing open-source software 

for to help researchers analyze mass spectrometry data. (skyline.ms)
● My interested in computer vision began ~2018 when I began studying computer science here at UW.
● I luckily finished with my bachelors right as the pandemic was beginning in March 2020.
● Currently working for NOAA’s Polar Ecosystems Program as a Cooperative Institute for Climate, Ocean 

and Ecosystem Studies (CICOES) contractor.
● After graduating moved to Leavenworth, WA where I enjoy climbing, biking, and skiing in the 

surrounding mountains :)

Lewisia tweedyi - endemic to the wenatchee 
area mountains

Pre-covid spring at the UW Rock.

Testing detection system over Monroe, WA searching for cows 
to detect.

Spring in Leavenworth
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https://skyline.ms/


3cicoes.uw.edu/research

https://cicoes.uw.edu/research/
https://cicoes.uw.edu/research/


We now have publicly available data!
Data from 2016 surveys: http://lila.science/datasets/arcticseals
● Approx 7000 seals, only point annotations, small number of other animals as well 

(polar bears, caribou, walrus)
● No color/thermal registration
● Animals are very sparse
● ~16TB mostly just ice

Data from 2019 test surveys: http://lila.science/datasets/noaa-arctic-seals-2019
● 28,000 bounding boxes (14,000 on color images, 14,000 on thermal images) 
● Can register color/thermal imagery
● GIS data! Image and bounding box footprints/rasters
● Very dense clusters of seals
● ~3TB

2019 data is much easier to work with, hopefully 2016 will be improved soon.  Please feel 
free to reach out with any questions.
 
Big thanks to Microsoft’s AI For Earth program for hosting these datasets.
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http://lila.science/datasets/arcticseals
http://lila.science/datasets/noaa-arctic-seals-2019/


• International effort to survey the sea ice habitat of the 
Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort seas 

• Estimate abundance and distribution of ice-associated seals

• Instrument based, multispectral imaging surveys collect 
aligned thermal, color (& UV) imagery @ 1-2fps, 
continuously.

Bearded SealRibbon Seal Spotted Seal Ringed Seal

ICE SEAL SURVEYS

ChESS: Chukchi-East Siberian Seal Survey

BOSS: Bering-Okhotsk Seal Survey

JoBSS: Joint Beaufort Sea Survey

2012 & 2013
Digital SLRs & entry-level LWIR
1.8 million photos
700+ hours thermal video (5.4 TB)

2016
Machine vision color & cooled LWIR
1 million pairs of color and thermal photos

2019, 2020, 2021
Added UV cameras, INS, inflight 
processing with deep learning models

Live tracking of survey effort: flightaware.com/live/flight/N56RF
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http://flightaware.com/live/flight/N56RF


ICE SEAL SURVEYS

Thermal image for detection Color image for species classification 6



In-flight

Aircraft: NOAA Twin Otter or King Air A90
Target altitude: 305 m
Survey speed: 130-170 kts (fuel efficient/max range)
Thermal cameras: cooled LWIR, 25mm lens (FLIR A6750sc SLS)
Color cameras: machine vision 29 MP, 100mm lens (Prosilica GT6600c)
UV cameras: machine vision 16 MP, 105mm UV pass lens (Prosilica GT4709 monocrome)

Target altitude: 305 m
Survey speed: 160-170 kts
Swath width - thermal: 470 m 
Swath width - color: 392 m 
Resolution-thermal: 20-23 cm/pixel
Resolution-color: 1.71-2.13 cm/pixel
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In-flight

Storage
Management 
& Processing Control
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Data Collected In-flight 

Raw data acquisition:
• Synchronized IR, RGB, UV images
• Metadata at the time of each image set:

• Timestamp
• INS data (aircraft location, orientation, & attitude)
• Effort, as specified by operator

• Log file (changes to the system & operator notes)

Processed data:
• IR & RGB detection files:

• Image name 
• bounding box 
• detection (IR: hotspot, RGB:seal species) 

detection score 
• Image/detection footprints 
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Test Flight - Sample Data Product

Only Left and Center camera views shown here.  We 
had issues with the Right camera so that data is 
unfortunately mostly useless.
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Test Flight - Sample Data Product
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Image Processing

ChESS: Chukchi-East Siberian Seal SurveyBOSS: Bering-Okhotsk Seal Survey JoBSS: Joint Beaufort Sea Survey

2012 & 2013
Digital SLRs & entry-level LWIR
1.8 million photos
700+ hours thermal video (5.4 TB)

2016
Machine vision color & cooled LWIR
1 million pairs of color and IR photos (19 TB)

2021
Added UV cameras, INS, inflight 
processing with deep learning models

 Manual 

Visual 

Manual 

Thermal 

Automated 

Thermal

(Skeyes 2.0)
Thermal data preparation -- 3.5 hrs --
Hot spot detection -- 12 hrs 1.2 hrs
Hot spot evaluation -- -- 1.7 hrs
Locate seal in SLR imagery and ID species  121 hrs 6.3 hrs 6.5 hrs
Total detection/ID time for single flight camera

Total processing time for all of BOSS data

121 hrs

12 yrs

22 hrs

2 yrs

9.5 hrs

1 yr

Shifted from manual to barely 
semi-automated hot spot detection

Processing time: 1-2 years

Detection rate: 94%

Processing time: 6 months

Detection rate: 96%

Data: completely independent Data: managed together  Data: synchronized & aligned

Detection rate estimate: 96%

Processing time guestimate: 3 months?
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Collect 
Images

Run 
Detection 
Algorithm

Review/ 
Finalize 

Detections

Manage 
Bounding 

Boxes

Refine 
Detection 
Algorithm

This process has to start somewhere…
• Annotating existing imagery

• Splitting existing imagery into training and 
validation datasets

• Creating or reviewing bounding boxes

• Establish a test set of imagery
• Sample of entire survey
• Independent review
• Used only for final test of model performance

Abundance 
Estimates

Streamlining 
Image Processing
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Joint Beaufort Sea Surveys (JoBSS 2021)



Image Analysis
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Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC) binary classifier
Heat from the infrared camera and changes in environment interferes with the signal so occasionally the camera needs to re-calibrate(NUC).

Binary classifier just means classify two options.  1 or a 0, yes or no, in this case NUC or not a NUC.
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NUC

How can we detect NUCed images?

Good Images
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Gaussian Blur Kernel

x =

Original thermal image (normalized to 8bit) Output after applying a 6x6 gaussian kernel
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Gaussian Blur Kernel

x =

Original thermal image (normalized to 8bit) Output after applying a 6x6 gaussian kernel
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Measure pixel-wise change.
I chose to use Mean Squared Deviation which is the same as the more commonly seen name of Mean Squared Error (MSE).

For each pixel in the original image            take the squared difference with that same pixel in the 

blurred image           .  Then take the average of all those pixel-to-pixel squared differences.

Using the gaussian MSEs how can we tell which 
images are NUCed?

Should we first normalize the 16-bit images 
before calculating MSE?

16-bit image values range from 0-65,535 and the intensity of values does not correspond well to the temperature being measured, 
before and after a NUC event these values can change substantially even if scene does not.

Sometimes an image with an animal with have values from [20,000-22,000], sometimes [30,000-45,000].
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Two common ways to normalize a 
single-channel image.

Handles outliers bette.  For example if 
most data is in range [200, 255] but you 
have one pixel that is 0, using min and 
max may not give desired results.
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Outlier detection
Hard thresholding MSE does not work, for some reason in some flights thermal images are a bit grainy(potentially camera should 
NUC but doesn’t for a while).  I was unable to find a hard threshold to separate NUCed images from usable images.

● For each flight calculate the MSE described in previous slides for all thermal images.
● Calculate Z scores
● Find a Z-threshold(purple area) that separates the outliers(further from the mean aka greater difference between original 

and blurred image)



Point2Box

What might be a 
problem with this 

approach?
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www.cloudvision.app
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Very neat webapp for quickly prototyping feature extraction 
ideas.  Uses OpenCV library, supports many OpenCV filters, can 
even create a custom filter which allows you to even write 
your own filter code.

https://cloudvision.app/


www.cloudvision.app
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https://cloudvision.app/


Object Detection
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Object Localization & Classification

Major Challenges:

Images:

● 2Hz framerate
● Color images 6576x4384x3 (WxHxC) = 86,487,552 pixels (avg ~35MB image size)
● On the other hand thermal images 640x512x1 (WxHxC) - much smaller negligible size/negligible processing time.
● Perfect registration is not a given, only recently have we been able to do pretty good registration and only works on newest 

data.

Annotation Data:

● Large class imbalance (30,000 seals, mostly Ringed seal), ~150 polar bears.
● Not really enough polar bears to train on.
● Images are not fully labeled (many images are missing annotations).
● Older annotations are point annotations, newer ones are boxes.
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YOLOV3 (You Only Look Once) Architecture 
Popular detection and classification network created by one of our own. 

pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/

https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/


Split it into a grid
Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/


For each cell predicts P(obj)
Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/


Also predict a bounding box
Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/


Also predict a bounding box
Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/


Also class probabilities

Dog

Bicycle Car

Dining 
Table

Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
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Non-max suppression (NMS)

Select box with maximum prediction probabilities for each object and suppress other boxes.  
Reduce all candidate boxes to just one box per object.  

1. Select box with highest objectness score.
2. Remove boxes that overlap the selected box over a specified threshold.
3. Repeat.

Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
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YOLO Grid Challenge

Issue if objects are spatially dense.
YOLO detects at most 1 bounding box per grid cell.

False Positive
False Negative
True Positive

(Above) YOLO detected object only in the 2nd scale
(Below) YOLO detected object only in the 1st scale
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13x20 26x40

YOLO Grid Challenge
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13x20 26x40

YOLO Grid Challenge



13x13

26x26

52x52
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Previous IR tiny model 
used these 2 layers for 
detection.



80x80

Previous IR tiny model 
used these 2 layers for 
detection.
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YOLO Grid Challenge

Experimented a bit to find an optimal grid size for detection at 64x80, with each 
cell being able to propose a detection for an 8x8 pixel region.

80

64

For thermal imagery I found we only need a 
single YOLO layer.  Objects are very similar in 
scale, a single grid size should be able to 
handle this distribution of sizes fine.

Thermal bounding box dimensions 
(relative to image dimensions)
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Dataset Challenges

Missing labels in dataset are very challenging in
● Evaluation - really hard to evaluate if the model is detecting things correctly that are just not in your ground truth data
● Training - loss functions generally penalize false positives so will likely decrease overall model accuracy.

False Positive
False Negative
True Positive
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One thing we can do is reduce λ
noobj

 to penalize model less for false positive detection if lots of missing labels in 
dataset. 

Dataset Challenges
YOLO loss function, looks more complicated than it is.
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Dataset Challenges
Small number of a certain class relative to other class or classes is called a class imbalance.  Leads to model learning more 
representations of the larger classes and less of the smaller ones.  Common issue, no one size fits all solution.

There are a few ways of addressing this challenge:
● Focal loss - loss function for weighting loss.  Weight loss for smaller classes more, give them more voice in the outcome.

○ May lead to increased accuracy on smaller classes but have a negative impact on the larger class accuracy.
● Generate synthetic data - Using what little data you have generate more data

○ Re-using the same animal with different augmentations - different crops, rotations, color shifts, mosaicing, 
resizing.

○ Crop out object of interest, paste on to different backgrounds.
○ GANs - use a neural network to generate synthetic data.  Likely won’t do a great job if very little data to start with.
○ Though synthetic data can be powerful, be careful, can lead to poor model generalization meaning poor results on 

new data.
● Train separate detector for the small class.

○ Avoids class imbalance problem altogether
○ Still may not have enough data, so can benefit from synthetic data.
○ Data augmentation is a very widely used way of increasing the mileage you can get with what data you have.  It is 

easy to utilize, built into most deep learning frameworks, and easy to experiment with to see what works and what 
doesn’t.

“sometimes it’s not who has the best algorithm that wins. It’s who has the most data”

-Andrew Ng
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Dataset Challenges
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Image augmentation “sometimes it’s not who has the best algorithm that wins. It’s who has the most data”

-Andrew Ng

doi: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183838.g002 imgaug library https://github.com/aleju/imgaug

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183838.g002
https://github.com/aleju/imgaug


Evaluating Object Detectors
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Scoring Object detection

Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

Multiple classes, multiple objects per images

Can’t just use accuracy

“Correct” bounding box:

Intersection / Union > 0.5

Intersection: Ground truth ∩ prediction
Union: Ground truth ∪ prediction

0.5 is a common IoU threshold but it really depends on 
what the goal of evaluation is. Usually best to explore 
how IoU threshold impacts the results.

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
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Scoring Object detection

Precision-Recall curve: vary threshold, plot precision and recall

Average precision:

Area under PR curve

Only for a single class

Take mean of AP across classes:

Mean AP (mAP)

Standard detection metric

Sometimes at particular IOU

I.e. mAP@.5 or mAP@.75

Figures from courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/
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IR Model (hot spot detection)
Benchmark speed (1080ti,batch_size=1): ~303.7 FPS
@ Thresh = .1 IOU, Thresh = .1

                                     Hot spots
True Positives (TP):                      3152
False Positives (FP):                 431
False Negatives (FN):                 232
Recall (proportion identified correctly):                 .93 
Precision (Proportion of positives that are correct):   .88  
F1 (weighted average of precision and recall):                    .90

Color Model (seal species)
Benchmark speed (1080ti,batch_size=1,512x512): 231fps
@ Thresh = .25 IOU, Thresh = .25
Overall     Ringed Seal Bearded Seal
2928         2645 283
564         423 141
210         200 10
.93         .93 .93
.84        .87 .67
.88

Current
Model 
Results
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ROC curves not great for object 
detection as there is no real 
maximum for false positives, 
and since the X axis is False 
positive rate it’s impossible 
to calculate FP rate.  It’s not 
standard to do this, but still 
provided useful information 
about performance to calculate 
FP rate against the maximum 
false positives we saw at the 
lowest measured confidence.



Detection and classification approaches
• Hot spot detection in IR, manual classification in color imagery (2012, 2013, 2016)

• IR detection triggers analysis of paired 
     color image

• IR detection triggers analysis of the 
      associated region of color imagery

• Fusion of imagery allows all data to be 
     considered during model training and 
     image processing  

YOLO

Model 
Development
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Subregion detector is best for a 
few reasons:

1. Fast, only look at color 
images if something in IR

2. Somewhat robust to 
small alignment errors

3. Reduce false positives 
from color detectors



Registration
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Test Flight - Sample Data Product

Only Left and Center camera views shown here.  We 
had issues with the Right camera so that data is 
unfortunately mostly useless.
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Registration
Challenging to register ice images.

 

● Usually very few good/distinct features
● Many many corners, angles, but too much 

similarity between descriptors for matching.
● Usually very small temperature gradient in 

thermal images (pixels are homogeneous)
● INS data is not accurate enough to be used 

on its own for image registration.
These issues made attempts to register color to 
color and color to thermal images infeasible.

Luckily the camera mounts have gone through a 
lot of iterations of improvement and now have 
almost no jitter nor substantial drift.   This means 
that once we can generate a camera model it 
should work for the images in a survey.

Unfortunately if the camera mount is taken off the 
plane we get some drift and have to create new 
camera models.
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Registration
Current Method: Manual Keypoint Matching

Repeat on a handful of images from the calibration test imagery trying to get points from different regions of the images.

From this we can calculate the transform between the IR and RGB images and with a bit of additional INS information we can generate camera models.

Could definitely automate the feature extraction/descriptor matching in the calibration imagery.  Lots of good distinct corners, edges, angles, etc...
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Registration
Work in progress: automated registration

Goal: 
Accurately estimate camera’s  intrinsic parameters (focal length and distortion) along with the 
camera’s pose (position and orientation) for each image in an arbitrary coordinate system.  Then 
integrate INS data to get orientation of each camera with respect to INS.

Algorithm used for the feature extraction is Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT).  Figures above 
were generated by colmap(open source sfM lib), which uses SIFT and has a handful of different 
matching algorithms to pick from.
colmap.github.io

https://colmap.github.io/


• Big push towards use of satellite imagery for whale detection and identification.  

• ID is another quickly moving area I didn’t discuss at all, but lots of people are trying to use different markings(fin 

markings, distinct color./shape patterns on animal) to uniquely identify whales across multiple images.

• Lots of projects now trying to use computer vision and/or machine learning to automate the very manual task of 

finding things in images.

• Lots of movement towards unmanned systems (edge computing)

• Multiple projects working on whale call detection and classification in audio data.  (image object detection methods 

often work on acoustic data in spectrogram form).

• Fish detection, classification, tracking, and measuring attributes such as length.
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Current state of AI/ML at NOAA’s MML



I’m likely not the best person to answer this but it seems there are 3 types of employees that I regularly work with.

1. Federal Employee
2. Contractor through a cooperative institute such as CICOES (Affiliate)
3. Private contractor

There are pros and cons to each of these, especially in the image analysis software, machine learning realm it seems 
most if not all development is contracted to the private sector.  A lot of this work includes both developing algorithms in 
addition to software that aids researchers in running these algorithms and analyzing the results through a graphical 
interface.  There are definitely less people on the federal side who write code, the number is on the rise, but definitely a 
different experience than working on a team of developers in a company.
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Pathways for working at NOAA or other government 
agencies.
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Notes on useful image/data processing tools

● Luigi - Spotify’s open source pipeline framework github.com/spotify/luigi
● Papers with code  - papers with code paperswithcode.com
● DVC - Data Version Control dvc.org
● OpenCV - open source computer vision library in C(fast) opencv.org
● COLMAP - Software for generating Structure from Motion(SfM) pipelines, has GUI colmap.github.io
● VIAME - Brings together many vision libraries, mix & match in easy to define pipelines, compatible with windows, mac, 

linux and stable so good option for deployment.  Has GUIs for end users to use your pipelines github.com/VIAME/VIAME
● SQLAlchemy - Python SQL ORM, mapping database schemas to objects in code sqlalchemy.org

ML Frameworks
● Darknet (For YOLO models) github.com/AlexeyAB/darknet
● Tensorflow tensorflow.org
● PyTorch pytorch.org
● Keras https://keras.io
● Scikit-learn scikit-learn.org/stable/

UW’s computer vision course slides and open-source github homeworks, taught by Joe Redmon the inventor of YOLO: 
courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/

https://github.com/spotify/luigi
https://paperswithcode.com/
https://dvc.org/
https://opencv.org/
https://colmap.github.io/
https://github.com/VIAME/VIAME
https://www.sqlalchemy.org/
http://github.com/AlexeyAB/darknet
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://pytorch.org/
http://keras.io
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse455/21wi/


Thank you!

yuval@uw.edu


